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SPECIAL VALUE OFFER
Package any portable reader with Diana Hacker’s Rules for Writers for only $40 net.

Package either mid-size reader with Diana Hacker’s Rules for Writers for only $50 net.
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EVERYDAY VALUES: Package any two Bedford/St. Martin’s composition titles and save 20% on the package.
Handbooks that work

Teachers don’t always have the time they need to answer the writing questions of each student individually. That’s why grammar and composition handbooks are such an important tool. With a Bedford/St. Martin's handbook, students can quickly find the information they need on their own whether they are editing their own writing or revising from a teacher’s comments.
Because there is more than one writing process

How to Write Anything
A Guide and Reference with Readings
Second Edition
John J. Ruszkiewicz, University of Texas at Austin
Jay T. Dolmage, University of Waterloo

Also available as an e-book

Designed to be clear and simple, the Guide lays out focused advice for writing common academic and real-world genres, while the Reference covers the range of writing skills that students need as they work across genres and disciplines. Genre-based readings engage students and inspire ideas. The result is everything you need to teach composition in a flexible, highly visual guide, reference, and reader. The second edition gives students more support for academic writing, more help choosing and working with genres, and new advice on multimodal composing. Now includes multimodal content in the e-Library for How to Write Anything packaged for free with the print book.

“My students and my teachers are absolutely delighted with this text. It offers everything that is needed to supplement the classroom without overwhelming students. The voice and tone of the text are always encouraging for students and never condescending.”

— Karen Jobe, Oklahoma State University-Oklahoma City
Build your own book

**Bedford Select**

A Custom Database

[bedfordstmartins.com/select](bedfordstmartins.com/select)

**Make your selection. Build your book.**

*Bedford Select* is a custom database for crafting the composition reader or literature anthology that you imagine. Simply log on and choose your selections; we’ll take care of the rest.

*Bedford Select* includes more than 800 carefully chosen essays, stories, poems, plays, and images to pick from, along with class-tested instructional materials to supplement your readings. The user-friendly Web site makes it easy for you to create the book that best reflects your teaching purposes and preferences.

With *Bedford Select*, you get everything you want, and only what you need.
Approaches to Teaching the Works of Naguib Mahfouz

WAÎL S. HASSAN and SUSAN MUADDI DARRAIJ, eds.

“This volume’s usefulness for teachers and students of Mahfouz as well as for undergraduate and graduate courses on the Arabic novel and surveys of Arabic or world literature is beyond question.”

—Adnan Haydar

University of Arkansas

Naguib Mahfouz is the Arab world’s best-known writer and the single most important chronicler and analyst of twentieth-century Egypt.

This first volume in the MLA series Approaches to Teaching World Literature to focus on an Arab author or Arabic literature provides an introduction to Mahfouz.

Just published!

viii & 226 pp. 6 x 9
Cloth 978-1-60329-108-8 $37.50
Paper 978-1-60329-109-5 $19.75

MLA members receive 20% off the listed price. Join the MLA today!

Phone orders 646 576-5161  Fax 646 576-5160  www.mla.org
Cross-Talk in Comp Theory: A Reader, 3rd Edition
Editors: Victor Villanueva and Kristin L. Arola
College
ISBN: 978-0-8141-0977-9  No. 09779
$34.95 member/$46.95 nonmember

“I incorporated this text into my graduate course on composition theory. I found it a good mix of germinal articles and current theory, as in the writings on multi-modal composition.”
— Rex Veeder, St. Cloud State University

The Writing Workshop: Working through the Hard Parts (And They’re All Hard Parts)
Katie Wood Ray with Lester L. Laminack
Grades: 3–8
ISBN: 0-8141-1317-6  No. 13176
$23.95 member/$31.95 nonmember

English Studies
An Introduction to the Discipline(s)
Editor: Bruce McComiskey
College
$28.95 member/$38.95 nonmember

Lesson Plans for Developing Digital Literacies
Editors: Mary T. Christel and Scott Sullivan
Middle, Secondary
ISBN: 978-0-8141-2797-1  No. 27971
$29.95 member/$39.95 nonmember

Consider this! This book is being used in a nonprint media course for secondary English education majors at Slippery Rock University. The title was chosen because it offers a great variety of lesson plans and because of the text’s practical nature.

View the companion website to learn more:
http://www.ncte.org/books/lpfddl

Request exam and desk copies at: http://www.ncte.org/books/exam

Shaping literacy for tomorrow, today.
Visit our website: https://secure.ncte.org/store/
or call toll-free: 1-877-369-6283
The Legacy of David Foster Wallace  
EDITED BY  
Samuel Cohen & Lee Konstantinou  
“The Legacy of David Foster Wallace is a necessary book—it will find a place in virtually every university and college library across the land. Surely it will be among the first critical works consulted by any scholar or student venturing into the work of Wallace and will interest the more ordinary, if unusually ambitious, reader as well.”  
—Mark McGurl, author, The Program Era  
296 PAGES · $19.95 PAPERBACK

Essayists on the Essay  
Montaigne to Our Time  
EDITED BY  
Carl H. Klaus & Ned Stuckey-French  
“Carl Klaus and Ned Stuckey-French are among the finest commentators of the genre today. Their presentation of the material is compelling and, in my opinion, will be extremely valuable to us all—we teachers, writers, critics, and educated readers who remain devoted to furthering the study of the essay.”  
—Robert Atwan, series editor, Best American Essays  
256 PAGES · $25.00 PAPERBACK

IOWA where great writing begins  
University of Iowa Press · www.uiowapress.org  
order toll-free 800.621.2736
Shaping literacy for tomorrow, today.

Visit our website: https://secure.ncte.org/store/
or call toll-free: 1-877-369-6283
The first two articles that appeared in *College English* were eulogies for Thomas Wolfe, who had died suddenly the year before (Braswell; Kohler). The abrupt demise of a promising young American author might seem reason enough to focus on him when the journal debuted. But *CE*’s spotlighting of Wolfe at its premiere was consistent with the literary bent of its predecessor, the College Edition of the *English Journal*. Moreover, as Maureen Daly Goggin (42) and Erika Lindemann (519) have pointed out, articles about the production, analysis, and teaching of literature dominated *CE* for subsequent decades. During this period the journal treated other subjects as well; composition, linguistics, and creative writing did show up in its pages. Still, literature was the major concern. It’s no surprise, then, that in 1949 scholars and teachers of composition launched a journal promoting their interests, *College Composition and Communication*.

Since the 1970s, however, *CE*’s emphasis has notably changed. By now, it has become chiefly a venue for scholarship in composition, rhetoric, and literacy. Articles in literary studies appear sometimes, but are hardly the norm. It’s a situation that I, for one, am fairly content to accept, because it seems to reflect our major audience’s preferences. Yet, *CE* does get numerous submissions on literature. Unfortunately, a significant number seem designed to lure just a coterie of readers. Today, *CE*’s own readership is broader. Even literature specialists who consult it represent all sorts of subfields: medieval to postmodern, poetry to prose. Too many of the literary-oriented manuscripts we receive are, sadly, more parochial, being close readings of a single text from one historical era. This kind of essay seems more appropriate for a journal exclusively devoted to the period: say, *Eighteenth-Century Fiction*, or *Victorian Studies*, or *Modern Drama*. Meanwhile, as editor of *CE*, I feel able to accept such an essay only when it clearly and consistently elaborates implications for literary studies at large—or, even better, for the whole discipline of English.

The potential contributor to *CE* who wishes to stick with one work of literature can, in fact, move in this wider direction. A good way to do so is to think of the work
not as something worthy of regard in itself, but as a case study or perhaps a test case. For example, in our July 2008 issue, Lisa Eck’s account of how she has taught Tsitsi Dangarembga’s novel Nervous Conditions becomes a more general model of pedagogy, applicable to other texts that American students might find culturally strange. And in our current issue, Gail Ivy Berlin focuses on a fragmentary lyric to demonstrate how affective response can blend with historical analysis, even when the material represents horrific suffering and death. To be sure, there is nothing inherently “wrong” in close reading. But a journal like CE is a vehicle for treating it not as an end, but a means, for developing ideas that might inspire a lot of us.
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